I agree that we need to consider the diversity of species' functions, particularly those that are crucial for maintaining ecosystems (Nature 546, 22-24; 2017) . However, functional diversity alone is not enough if we are to reach global conservation targets.
First, we have little idea of the functional traits of most insect species -by far the most speciesrich taxonomic group. Second, we need to define what makes up a 'healthy' ecosystem (for example, it might simply reflect nature's value to humans). Third, we must not sacrifice biodiversity for functionality.
Alternative telescope site is a good back-up
Your report on discussions about a possible location for the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) calls for some clarification (Nature http://doi.org/b9px (2017); see also Nature http://doi.org/ b9pz; 2016). Although the TMT board's preferred site is Mauna Kea in Hawaii, the alternative location at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos (ORM) on La Palma, Canary Islands, is not as disastrous as you imply.
Last year's evaluation by the TMT committee revealed that turbulence and average dust at ORM are similar to those at Mauna Kea (see go.nature. com/2ut8vfs). Indeed, dust densities above 100 micrograms per cubic metre, when the telescope's enclosure must be shut, are statistically more frequent at Mauna Kea. The fraction of clear nights is therefore about the same for both sites.
The committee concluded that ORM is an excellent alternative to Mauna Kea for operating a telescope that has to use adaptive optics. The only observations affected are those of the thermal infrared, which can be improved History's take on the atomic forge Sergei Kalinin and colleagues discuss the latest developments in manipulating matter at the nanoscale, using beams of electrons in aberrationcorrected scanning transmission electron microscopes (STEMs) (Nature 539, 485-487; 2016 We agree that the true costs of data openness must not be overlooked, which is why we routinely provide successful applicants with up to 10,000 Swiss francs (US$10,500) to cover these costs. More funds are available if applicants can justify the required budget in detail.
We are glad that Nature supports efforts such as ours to promote open access to data, by enforcing clear data standards and the use of repositories as a condition of publication. Matthias Egger, Angelika Kalt Swiss National Science Foundation, Bern, Switzerland. matthias.egger@snf.ch A degraded ecosystem can still have high functional value (see Nature 546, 7-8; 2017), as can a community of alien invasive species. Your example of three barnacles that may be functionally less useful than the trio of a starfish, an anemone and a seagrass is correct. But we might come to a different conclusion if one of the barnacles is threatened with extinction and the starfish and anemone are invasive.
We therefore need to include 'conservation value' as a fourth stool leg, in addition to functional, phylogenetic and species diversity. In my view, it is the most important one. Axel Hochkirch Trier University, Germany. hochkirch@uni-trier.de 
